The National Tripartite Event Poland

6–7 November 2023
National Science Centre Poland
Twardowskiego 16, Kraków

Day 1: 6 November 2023 (Monday)

10:30 Registration
11:00 Welcome
11:10 Polish Open Science Policy and the EOSC Tripartite Governance
12:30 Coffee Break
12:45 EOSC Landscape in Poland
14:30 Lunch Break
15:00 EOSC and Open Science Policies: priorities and implementation
16:00 Coffee break
16:15 The future of EOSC
18:00 Closing remarks

Day 2: 7 November 2023 (Tuesday)

10:00 EOSC Regional Hub Round Table: The key challenges of EOSC Implementation in Widening Countries
12:00 Coffee/Lunch Break
13:00 EOSC Poland Network: Polish institutions towards future of EOSC